
S-8192A/S
92+92Wh Separable Li-ion Battery, IATA complied 
(V-mount / Gold Mount) 

Introduction:

◆ Larger capacity of separable design
S-8192A/S has 92+92Wh (184Wh in total) capacity, and the separable design is to comply with IATA regulations. Split 

the S-8192A/S into 2 parts, and then you can carry the battery onto airplane, or ship as air cargo without restriction. 

When using the battery, just assemble the 2 parts together. The individual part cannot be used, because it will reduce 

battery life if the 2 parts have different cycle times.

◆ D-tap power output socket
S-8192A/S offers the D-tap DC power output socket. You can get the DC power for other on-camera equipments when 

the battery is powering camera. The D-tap socket can also be used as charging input, by SWIT S-3010B portable D-tap 

charger.

◆ 4-level LED power indicator
S-8192A/S offers a 4-level LED power indicator, to give a quick view of remaining power before using.

◆ V-mount / Gold mount applicable
S-8192A is the Gold mount connection;

S-8192S is the V-mount connection.

The IATA DGR regulations restrict the air transportation of over 100Wh Li-ion battery packs, while the high capacity 

batteries are quite necessary for cameramen. SWIT first developed the separable battery S-8172A/S in 2007, which 

could be divided into 2 parts, and each part has under 100Wh capacity and is not restricted by air transportation. 

As the successor of S-8172A/S, the new separable battery S-8192A/S offers 92+92Wh higher capacity, and still complies 

the IATA regulations. You can carry the battery onto airplane, or ship as air cargo without restriction.

Specifications:

S-8192A                       S-8192S

Gold mount  V-mount

14.4V

Double 92Wh, 6.4Ah

100W, 8A

168×101×65mm 168×101×60mm

1250g 
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Mount type

Nominal voltage

Capacity

Max output

Dimension

Mass
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